
When a merger brought multiple FR Programs under the same umbrella,  
Duke Energy looked to Tyndale for a complete FR solution. 

Duke Energy provides customers with electric service throughout the southern United 
States. The company employs approximately 30,000 workers with almost 10,000 of 
those required to wear flame resistant (FR) safety garments on the job. 

From 2000–2010, unprecedented growth coupled with mergers with other energy 
suppliers gave Duke the opportunity to rethink how it outfitted it’s 10,000 employees 
requiring FR. Jim Murphy, Manager of Tools and Work Methods at Duke Energy 
explains, “Following a merger, several of our business partners came in with different 
managed programs.” 

ENTER: Tyndale

Jim knew that the ability to consolidate and streamline Duke’s programs would 
simplify purchasing, delivery, and reporting. It would also allow Duke to choose the 
best quality products for their linemen. Jim explains, “One of the most important things 
is knowing exactly what you want in your program. Tyndale’s great because they 
set themselves apart by being both a manufacturer as well as a distributor of other 
products. Because of this, we could get the exclusive Tyndale products as well as 
other brands that are out on the market.”

Tyndale made the Duke Program transition simple and easy for Jim and his team. Jim 
remembers, “It was obvious that Tyndale wanted to partner with Duke Energy and 
gave a magnificent presentation that showed how each employee at Tyndale took 
Duke’s safety as personal as we do.”

When asked what separates Tyndale’s program from other managed apparel 
programs Jim states, “One of the best assets of Tyndale is the website and being able 
to allow the employees to individually order the clothing they need when they need 
it.” Prior to this, Duke Supervisors bore the burden for managing the clothing program. 
Jim says, “The supervisors were spending a lot of time ordering clothing and making 
sure the sizing was correct.” Tyndale gave Duke the ability for each employee to order 
his or her own clothing online. This allowed Supervisors to focus on their strategic 
priorities rather than managing their teams’ clothing needs. 
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One of the best assets of Tyndale is the website and being able to allow the  
employees to individually order the clothing they need when they need it.
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Tyndale not only provided excellent clothing options, but also eased the process 
of sizing and fitting by using true-sizing rather than vanity sizing. By not using vanity 
sizing, Duke can measure a person’s waist and tell them exactly what sizes pants 
they need. Jim explains, “That’s kind of a big deal because a lot of employees don’t 
know what size they wear until they’ve tried them on.” Tyndale also offers free returns 
and exchanges for all unwashed, unworn garments. By offering this feature, Tyndale 
provides the flexibility to Duke employees to order clothing without fear of being stuck 
with garments that don’t fit properly.

Tyndale Was There to Support Us

When the program rolled out, Jim was pleasantly surprised with the broad range of 
value-added services Tyndale provides. Jim says, “The implementation of Tyndale’s 
program has been a big success for our company.” Two key services which have made 
an impact for Duke and its workers were Tyndale’s live arc-flash demonstration, and 
Tyndale’s custom layering tool. As the only manufacturer with live arc flash demo 
footage, Tyndale has been instrumental in helping to educate Duke employees about 
the protective capabilities of their FR garments.  

These services display the quality and effectiveness of Tyndale’s FR garments and 
educate wearers on best practices for their work wear. Jim adds, “Tyndale has been a 
big supporter of us in different ways as we go into rodeo season and other things. They 
have put a lot of effort into raising our awareness of clothing — how the clothing is 
constructed, what are the properties of the clothing, what makes it makes it arc rated 
and flame resistant , is it inherent or is it a treated cotton, and what process does it 
take to achieve that FR rating?”

Tyndale’s commitment to American manufacturers was also appealing to Duke. Jim 
elaborates, “It was a huge bonus to Duke Energy that all the Tyndale products are 
made in the USA. We like to support United States companies. It’s a national brand 
and that’s a big plus whenever we take and present this to our Union workers. So the 
fact that the material is milled in the United States, and the clothing is assembled in 
the United States goes over very well with our unionized workers.”
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Tyndale was able to help Duke Energy build one custom FR clothing program that 
works smoothly across the entire company. Alleviating the logistical struggles 
which Duke faced was a huge step for the company. Jim recalls, “Over the course 
of the program, staff and supervisors at Duke realized that Tyndale takes safety as 
importantly as we do.”

This mutual understanding and consistent sentiment gives Duke the confidence  
that Tyndale can meet their FR needs for years to come. 

Tyndale Customer Spotlight

DOES DUKE ENERGY'S STORY SOUND FAMILIAR? 
ARE YOU READY TO IMPLEMENT A HANDS-OFF UNIFORM PROGRAM? 



Tyndale can help! Contact us to start creating your custom program —  
stress-free implementation included.
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